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DR. HOMER E. COOPER
As Dean of the faculty
The wise counselor and able instructor
As Chairman of the Rules and Regulations Com-
mittee
The zealous exponent of clean sportsmanship
As Chairman of the Course of Study Committee
And the greatest hope for their wise solutions
Who, giving his life of unselfish service
To every good cause that he could promote
Has gained the admiration and gratitude of the
faculty as well as the whole student body.
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JT is cur purpose in publishing this volume to
gather together the old friends, the traditions
the ideals, the activities and the old familiar scenes
of Eastern.
So when the winter-time of your life comes you
may resurrect the old annual of '27 covered with
the dust of years and thumb the pages to find the
old familiar faces and scenes where life-long friend-
ships were created, and where your never-to-be-
forgotten college days were spent.
Then will this book be memory's dearest posses-
sion and our work will not have been in vain.
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Pioneer Life of Kentucky
WHAT could be a more lining theme for the annual of
Eastern than one representing the Indian and Pioneer
Life of Kentucky. We are proud that our college is situated in
a community rich with traditions of the past.
Madison County is the home of the pioneer life of this
legion. Daniel Boone being the first visitor anil permanent
settler. The markers on Boone Trail serve to remind us of
strenuous days of the pioneer. As one passes through this
locality he may view such points ol interests as Boone' Gap,
Round Hill, [oe's Lick Knob, Bear Wallow and an old
cemetery on Campbell's and Mason's farms near Richmond.
Since our pioneer fathers came through Cumberland Gap
and trudged along weary and foot-sore through the fertile
valleys, up the rugged mountains, keeping up the courage
that made Kentucky, so we hope to trudge our way through
knowledge and give Eastern an everlasting name.
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Seventeen
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ROARK COLUMNS
Eighteen
w
THOMAS J. COATES, A. B. and A. M.
President
HOMER E. COOPER, A. M. and Ph. D.
Dean of the Faculty—Education
M. E. MATTOX, B. S. and A. M.
Registrar—Education
R. E. JAGGERS, A. B. and A. M.
Principal of the Normal School
R. A. EDWARDS, A. B. and A. M.
Director of the Training School
R. DEAN SQUIRES, A. P.. and A. M.
Director of Extension—Education and Lati
MARIE L. ROBERTS
Dean of Women
C. A. KEITH, B. A. and M. A.
Dean of Men—History
Nineteen
'ONE
MARY KING BURRIER, B. S. and A. M.
Home Economics
JOHN ORR STEWART, JR., A. B. and A. M.
Public School Music
EDNA ZELLHOEFFER, A. B. and A. M.
English
REX W. COX, B. S. and M. S.
Agriculture
CARA BOLDRICK
Graduate St. Catherine's Academy—Art
G. O. BRYANT, A B.
Mathematics
WREN JONES GRINSTEAD, A. B., A. M. and
Ph. D.
English and Education
NOBLE G. DENISTON, B. S.
Industrial Arts
Twenty
I
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MARY ESTELLE REID
Graduate of Library Administration, University of
Nashville
—
Librarian
J. N. SCUDDER, A. B. and M. D.
Physiology and Hygiene
VIRGIL E. BURNS, A. B.
Education and History
MRS. MARY D. DEANE, A. B.
Geography
GEO. GUMBERT, B. S.
Agriculture
JAMES V. LOGAN, JR.. A. B.
English
I. H. BOOTHE, B. Ped.
Mathematics
R. A. FOSTER, A. B. and A. M.
English
Twenty-one
ri
MARY FLOYD, A. B.
History and English
PEARL BUCHANAN, A. B.
Reading and Expression
M. R. SULLIVAN, A. B. and A. M.
Economics and History
MAUDE GIBSON
Graduate Lebanon Normal University—Art
SMITH PARK, B. S. and A. M.
Mathematics and Phvsics
ISABEL BENNETT, A. B.
Assistant Librarian
GEORGE DRURY SMITH, A. B. and B. S.
Biology, Botany and Zoology
MEREDITH J. COX, A. B. and A. M.
Chemistry and Biology
>T
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RUTH DIX, B. S.
Home Economics
A. J. LAWRENCE, B. C. S.
Commercial Education
ANNA A. SCHNIEB, A. B. and A. M.
Education
A. B. CARTER, B. S. and A. M.
Biology and Farm Manager
KATHERINE ROBERTS, A. B.
French and English
HAMBLETON TAPP, A. B.
English
MARY FRANCES McKINNEY, B. S.
Geography
GEORGE N. HEMBREE, B. C. S.
Physical Education for Men
Twenty-three
ETHEL BOTTS, A. B.
Mathematics
FALLEN CAMPBELL
Field Agent
ROY B. CLARK, A. B. and A. M.
English
SAMUEL WALKER, A. B.
Education
MRS. STANTON B. HUME
Kentucky Presbyterian Normal School—Industrial
Arts
J. T. DORRIS, A. B., A. M. and Ph. D.
Social Science
HELEN H. RUSSELL, A. B.
Physical Education for Women
JANE F. CAMPBELL, A. B.
Piano
1
Twenty-four
EUGENE PEARSON, A. B.
English
W. L. KEENE, B. S. and A. M.
English
Twenty-five
Board of Regents
iMc Henry Rhoads, Frankfort, Kentucky
State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Ex-Officio Chairman
Judge J. W. Cammack., Owenton, Kentucky
Secretary of Board
Hon. C. F. Weaver, Ashland, Kentucky
Hon. H. M. Brock, Harlan, Kentucky
Hon. J. A. Sullivan, Richmond, Kentucky
Pres. T. J. Coates, Richmond, Kentucky
Twenty-six
¥ FREDLBALLOUttecKstore Clertt MARIAN. WEBBER.- Secretary to Director of Extension
ClAR.y LOUfee WATERFILL
Seere/ory fa fits Jj&qisirar
m
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MADGE TAVLOQ.
Secretary to Opon
EARL R M^CONNELL
BcofC&efier
m
AUGUSTA DAU6H£RTy
Sfericy/aphe^ Business Ctyf/ce
WAVE M. WALTZ.
Scvrefory to #re Business Aye.?*
xpuper/ntendej
(jrounds
MARTHA O.VEAL
VERA LANDER KATHERlNE MORGAN Secretory to fbndpo/,
Business Office fnnoyraphor, Extension Cffitv Secretory hthefhesiderrr- Normo/ octioo/
OFFICE FORCE
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THE College

eniors
^̂ Tucnt i/-iii»e
Spirit of the Senior Class
rT> HE pilgrimage is done and I, the Spirit of the Senior
Class, pause in contemplation of the journey. Yes, a
rough upward climb, and I have fallen at times, but only to
rise and try once more. The reward is worth infinitely more
than the price of the struggles and hardships and I have
gained entrance to the "Land of Learning".
There is more, however, beyond this land of glittering
towers. This land is not an end, but the means to an end,
which is to give to the world the benefit of my pilgrimage.
Through the knowledge and experience gained I will be
able to consecrate my efforts to ennoble whatever phase of
life I shall enter.
Social and personal righteousness will be my aim and 1
shall be successful in so far as I can remain intellectually
upright, courageous and open-minded.
Thirty
Class Officers
L. K. Rice
President
D. B. Little
Vice President
R. E. Jaggers
Advisor
Mrs. J. S. Jones
Secretary
Thirty-one
ALLIE RUTH MOORES
Richmond, Ky.
Allie Ruth is teaching now and we know she is making good for
she is the kind that always makes a success. She is noted for kindli-
ness and this, with the many other admirable qualities she possesses,
makes her success assured.
i
ROBERT E. LITTLE
Paint Lick, Ky.
Boh is the quiet sort that does not continually remind you that he
is here. But in his own solid and substantial way he has been getting
good things that many others have overlooked.
J. BORLAND COATES
Richmond, Ky.
Dorland is one student on the campus that is always busy but al-
ways willing to help others. When Dorland leaves us we are losing
a thorough business man, studious student and a loyal friend.
Thirty-two
-
MRS. JOHN S. JONES
Williamsburg, Ky.
Mrs. Jones has only been with us for two years but in that time
she has proved her real worth as a student. She is a valuable member
of the Senior class for she is always there ready to do her part in all
activities.
L. K. RICE
Lebanon, Ky.
L. K. conceived a powerful liking for girls and dancing during the
latter part of his term, and has devoted a considerable part of his
time to it. His favorite haunt is the Gym on Friday nights. With all
this he is a great student and we expect great things of him.
LEE PELLEY
Morningview, Ky.
Lee has delivered the goods while in our college, as he may be ex-
pected to do when he takes up teaching in some far-away city. If
earnestness counts for aught, he should win unusual success.
Thirty-three
ANNA L. BERTRAM
Vanceburg, Ky.
Some of us go to college to have a good time, others to be in
style, but Anna came to get an education. To this end she has applied
herself diligently. She possesses that ancient characteristic of dignity.
She is one who believes she was "called to teach," and hopes in the
future to be a model one.
THOMAS YAGER
Ta Grange, Ky.
There with the goods—that's Tom all over. He says La Grange
is the best place en earth except Richmond. He knows when to work
and when to play. He has the ability and determination to accom-
plish things that will always make E. P. proud of him.
DEWEY HENDRIX
Yeaddis, Ky.
If you have ever been to Eastern you have seen Dewey for his
is one of the familiar faces and names on the campus. He spends much
time in the course of "campustry" in which he is one of the best. His
major is "math" and expects to startle the world in days to come.
Thirty-four
MARGARET LINGENFELSER
Maysville, Ky.
Margaret is now teaching in the Training School and from all re-
ports is making a big success. This girl will be greatly missed by the
College, but its loss will be more than compensated for by the influence
for good which she will exert in the years before her.
DANIEL B. LITTLE
Paint Lick, Ky.
A few questions asked at random of the Senior class will reveal
the high esteem in which Dan is held by those with whom he is as-
sociated. He devotes time to study and cultivating a wide circle of
friends.
JOHN S. JONES
Williamsburg, Ky.
Jones has only been with us for two years, but he is one of the
most loyal members of the Senior class. He believes in avoiding all
unnecessary wear and tear on the vocal cords but when he says some-
thing it is worth while. His quiet and unassuming manner has won
for him much respect and many friends.
:.
Thirty-five
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BEULAH WILLOUGHBY
Richmond, Ky.
Beulah is possessed of one of those natures that you cannot dislike
once you know her. No matter to what end she directs her ability, it
will be done forcefully but gently.
EMMA B. ROSS
Lancaster, Ky.
Mrs. Ross joined us after being away for a few years. Her part
in student activities has been one of her many crowning virtues. She
is now the assistant to the Dean of Women.
ETHEL EVANS
Pineville, Ky.
Ethel, in physical size, is one of the smallest members of the class,
yet her quiet, unassuming manner and lovable disposition have won
for her a large place in the hearts of her classmates.
Thirty-six
;
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Thirty-seven
"We Juniors 11
We started in the early spring,
Our songs made hill and -valley ring;
The quest of life and all its strife,
Was nothing in our youthful life.
Our expectant faces beamed with love
Our kinship with the stars above.
'Tis hard to keep the ideals made,
'Tis better to strive than let them fade.
The summer came to us at last
And o'er the sky great storm clouds cast
Then doubt and fear among us came;
Only ourselves we had to blame.
The trad grew harder, day by day,
And many by the wayside lay
But our bold leaders one and all
Ted up the hill at duty's call.
Golden Autumn has almost past.
The summer leaves fall thick and fast.
Our merry songs have turned to sighs
As hope and longing slowly dies.
We must have hope and faith in life,
Before we win this toilsome strife.
And so we take new faith and hope,
With these new trials now to cope.
As winter nears our hardened lot,
We wish and pine for what is not.
Into the season bleak and cold
Our tread will falter as of old,
As thru the season we shall press
And pass it by as all the rest.
Our songs again the wood shall ring,
For after winter comes the spring.
Thirty-eight
Class Officers
Sarah Proctor Odor
Secretary
Lillian Stephenson
Vice-President
Claude H. Farley
President
Mattie Redmond
Treasurer
M. E. Mattox
A dvisor
Thirty-nine
MARSHALL S. STEPHENS
"Mac"
Powder Spring, Tenn.
Pestalozzian Club, Men's Club, Commercial club.
Major—Natural Science
'Dreamy'
SADIE ROUTENBERG
"Sade"
McKinney, Ky.
Neon Krypton Society, Commercial Club.
Major—Mathematics
'Constant'
BERTHA B. BROADDUS
"Broad"
Lancaster, Ky.
Krypton Society, Commercial Club.
Major—Mathematics
'Dependable'
MATTIE REDMOND
"Tilda Ann"
Lawrenccburg, Ky.
V. W. C. A., Madrigal Club, Herbartian Club,
Commercial Club.
Major—English
'Likeable'
CLAUDE H. FARLEY
"Big-Boy"
Pikeville, Ky.
President Junior Class, Countrv Life Club, Pike
County Club.
Major—Natural Science
'Earnest'
RUTH KNARR
"Rufy"
Fort Thomas, Kv.
V. W. C. A. Cabinet Member, Neon Krypton
Society, Boosters Club, Madrigal Club, Home
Economics Club.
Major—Social Science
'Happy-go-lucky'
LILLIAN STEPHENSON
"Steve"
Richmond, Kv.
Secretary of Junior Class.
Major—Education
'Sweet'
SARAH PROCTOR ODOR
"Dutch"
Williamstown, Ky.
Vice-President Junior Class, Boosters Club.
Major—Mathematics
'Observant'
Forty-one
HAROLD LOWEN DOUDS
"Sleepy"
C.irmi chads, Pennsylvania.
Little Theater Club, Orchestra, Social Committee,
Basket Ball.
Major—Social Science
'Big Hearted'
MAY K. KENNEY
"Maide"
Augusta, Kv.
President Y. W. C. A., Neon Krypton Society,
Student Volunteer.
Major—Mathematics
'Calm'
Forty-two
I
DIPLOMA
CLASS
Forty-three
Sailing On
Two years have we gently glided down the stream
And from the quiet shores enjoyed the twilight's gleam
That lighted our hopes and dreams of future years,
And for the time forgot the world's unhappy- fears.
So cautiously around the bends have we steered
That into the sea of learning we've been carefully leered.
This ship of knowledge, piloted by seamen trained,
Has takeji us o'er the fall into the hurling main.
Has guided us o'er the sea-foamed billows with care,
Has given us the courage to do and dare,
Has taught us how to meet the storms of life,
To aid our passengers as they battle the strife.
Now, the ship is at anchor. Now, we disembark.
We walk the plank ashore with strangely saddened hearts,
But with an anxious look at each task anew
When we shall guide and steer our own small boat and crew.
As we cruise about the sea with eager, expectant youth,
May we recall our skilled seamen's teachings of truth,
May in our hearts arise the longing to sail on,
May we at the journey's end have earned the praise, "Well done".
Forty-four
Class Officers
Henry Coates
President
Mary Faulkner
Secretary
Virginia Shearer
Vice-President
Ida Andrews
Treasurer
Mary F. McKinney
Class Advisor
Forty-five
THELMA WAGGONER
Paris, Ky.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Horace Mann Literary
Society.
"A more consistant student can not be found."
CLYDE W. HUMPHREY
Lancaster, Ky,
Horae: Mann Literary Society, Country Life Club.
"With malice towards none
With charity for all."
JENNIE HART
Ludlow, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society.
"Gentle of speech and beneficent of mind.'
SUSAN RIETTA HELM
Hustonvilb, Ky.
Eastern Progress Staff, Secretary of Neon Krypton
Society
"Quiet and unassuming, but always on the job:"
SWEPTON CLAYTON
Senatobia, Miss.
Football, Baseball, Horace Mann Literary Society.
"A gentleman and a scholar is he."
Forty -six
ANGIE ROSE
Hazel Green. Kv.
J . \V. C. A., Upper Grade Teachers Council
Xeon Krypton Society.
''Brevity is the soul of wit."
CARMEN DANIELS
Jackson, Kv.
Neon Krypton Society. V. W. C. A.
Booster Club '26.
"It's nice to be natural zv/ien you are naturally
nice."
BERNICE EDNA MADDOX
La Grange, Kv.
Neon Krypton Society, V. \V. C. A.
'Each day finds some good de d done.'
OKA LEE PROCTOR
La Grange. Kv.
Glee Club, V. \V. C. A.. Horace Mann Literar
Society.
"// intellect talked, she'd be called noisy."
INEZ LOUISE LAPSLEY
McAfee. Kv.
Home Econom'cs Club, Commerce Club.
'Our opportunities to do good are our lalents.
Forty-seven
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HESTER TRUE
Ashland, Ky.
V. W. C. A. Cabinet, Eastern Progress Staff,
President, Neon Krypton Society.
'.Is brinful of mischief, wit and glee as ever a
human being could be."
JANE THOMPSON
Harned, Ky.
Y. W. C. A. and Home Economic Club
"Th: blazing sun grew dim when she appeared.'
SARAH BRADLEY
Paris, Ky.
Social Committee, Lfttle Theatre Club, Neon
Krypton Society, Editor of Milestone, Progress
Staff.
"Trouble knocked at her door, hut hearing a
laugh within hurried away."
DULCIE BOYD
Covington, Ky.
3pen Forum Committee, Y. W. C. A., Little Theatre
Club, Milestone Staff, Neon Krypton Society,
Orchestra.
"Everything she does she does well and she do:s
everything."
OTIS AMIS
Himyar, Ky.
R>ark Literary Society, Men's Club, Henry Clay
Debating Club.
"Genius without education is like silver in the
mine."
w
Forty-eight
JESSIE BELLE PLETCHER
Sanborn, New York.
W. C. A., Neon Krypton Society, Little Theatre
Club.
"// was heaven within her that made heaven
without"
SIBBLA JUDY BROWN
Verona, Ky.
Horace Mann Society, Orchestra, Rural Life Club.
"Nature mad' her what she is and never made
another."
MRS. DESSIE FROGGE GUNNELL
Somerset, Ky.
Horace Mann Society, Y. W. C. A.
"Nothing great was ever achieved without
enthusiasm."
HENRY COATES
Richmond, Ky.
Little Theatre Club, President of Diploma Class.
"He is neither too ambitious nor inclined to he
lazy, but takes things as they come."
SALLIE BEATRICE POWELL
Pineville, Ky.
Horace Mnnn Literary Society, Y. W. C. A.
"It is better to fight tor the good than rail at
ill."
Forty-nine
A±.
DAVID MUNDAY
Richmond, Ky.
"Patience and perserverence 'will accomplish all
things."
DAISY' MARVIN CHAMBERS
Baptist, Ky.
Y~. W. C. A., Horace Mann, Upper Grade Teachers
Council.
"I do tu/iat many dream of all their lives."
NANCY' SUMMAY
Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Horace Mann Society. Y. W. C. A., Home
Economic Club.
"Search not to knoi* ivhat lies too deeply hidden.'
DAVID H. McKINNEY
Richmond, Ky.
Neon Krypton Literary Society
"Shy is my limit."
CARRIE BELL McMAHAN
Bedford, Ky.
Y. W. C. A.
"Men may come and men may go, but I go on
forever."
m
Fifty
SUSAN TARKINGTON
Danville, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Neon Krypton Society, Commerce
Club.
"Precious tilings are put up :n small parcels."
PHYLLIS MERCEDES DAVIS
Somerset, Ky.
Neon Krypton Society, Home Economics Club.
'Though men have dird of over work, I feel that
I shall live a long time."
HOPE KEENEY
Kenton, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Horace Mann, Hikers Club,
Commerce Club.
"She has many nameless virtues."
MARY R. SMOOT
Owenton, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society.
"Her love sincere; her thoughts immaculate.'
IDA M. ANDREWS
Valley Station, Ky.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Home Economics Club.
"If hat she wills to do or say is wise, virtuous
and best."
Fifty one
•STONE
MYRTLE HUGHES
Yeager, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Neon Krypton Society, Country Life
Club, Pike County Club.
"Labor is itself a pleasure;
Nothing is achieved with toil."
ANNA BELLE YOUNG
Hamilton, Ohio.
Harbartian Club, Commerce Ciub.
'A friendly heart with many friends."
DORA MAY ADAMS
Van Arsdall, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Home Economic Club.
'Life is too short to waste in critique, pique,
cynic bark."
!
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IRENE HUNDLEY
Brumville, Ky.
Orchestra, Madrigal Club, Rural Life Club.
"She is famed for mildness."
MARY ELIZABETH BROWN
Lancaster, Ky.
Y. W. C. A.
"They laugh that win."
Fifty-two
m
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RAYMOND HOLLIS MATHERLV
Harrodsburg, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society, Orchestra, Little
Theatre Club.
"He is a thinker and a doer; good in everything
he undertakes."
FRANCES WHITE
Perryville, Ky.
"May the best day she has seen be ivorse than
the ivorst day that is to come."
VIRGINIA SHEARER
La Grange, Ky.
Glee Club, Open Forum, V. W. C. A.
"Happy-go-lucky, fair and free;
Nothing there is that worries me."
MRS. HANNAH S. ELLINGTON
Yale, Ky.
Y. W. C. A., Country Life Club.
"It is better late than never."
BALLARD HUNTER
Woods, Ky.
Commercial Club, Milestone Staff, Horace Mann
Literary Society.
"Perfectly harmless."
Fifty-three
MILL
LOUISE WATERS
Stanford, Ky.
Orchestra, V. \V. C. A. Cabinet, Commerce Club,
Little Theatre Club, Horace Mann Society,
Milestone Staff.
"A smile for till, a welcome glad,
A merry coaxing quay she had."
MRS. CLAUDE H. FARLEY
Pikeville, Ky.
Pikeville Club
"She can always he depended upon <wh:n there's
anything to do."
MARY FAULKNER
Barbourville, Ky.
Basketball, Secretary Sophomore class.
'To hoys she may seem somewhat quiet, hut when
she is with girls she sure is a riot."
THELMA LEE WELCH
Shepherdsville, Ky.
Orchestra, Little Theatre Club.
'If e'er she knew an evil thought she spoke no
evil word."
EMMA H. CORD
Maysville, Ky.
Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Upper Grade
Teachers Council.
"Patience is a necessary ingredient of genius."
Fifty-four
FRED DIAL
Branchland, W. Va.
Football, Student Manager Basketball, Baseball,
Progress Staff, Milestone Staff.
"H : knows difficulties only by name."
EUNICE SWANNER
London, Ky.
Little Theatre Club.
"A friendly heart with many friends.'
R. R. RICHARDS
Russell Springs, Ky.
Football, Baseball, Progress Staff, Milestone Staff,
Commercial Club.
"He can succeed with anything that he attempts."
ALICE MOSS
Amory, Mississippi.
'Does anything worry Iter?"
JOHN E. PENNINGTON"
Webbville, Ky.
"Because I would live quietly in the world, 1 hear,
see, and say nothing."
»L
Fifty-five
MRS. SEMMIE CARPENTER
Horse Cave, Ky.
".-In earnest, faithful student of whom it may be
said,
Whatsoever she doeth, she doeth well."
CLARICE TRUE PAYNE
Eubank, Ky.
Madrigal Club, Neon Krypton Literary Society,
V. W. C. A.
'The longer you know her the better you like her.'
GLADYS HOLCOMB
Harrodsburg, Ky.
Horace Mann Literary Society.
"She needs no eulogy, she speaks for self."
LOELLA MORGERSON
Winchester, Ky.
Y. W. C. A.
'/ am sure care is an enemy of life."
LEO JENNINGS
Augusta, Ky.
Y. W. C. A.
"Small in stature but large in ideas:
MABEL IRENE DAY
Somers.t, Ky.
Neon Krypton Society, Home Economics Club.
"A live wire."
Fifty-six
yu
FRESHMAN
Fifty-seven
Fifty-eight
FRESHMAN CLASS ROLL
Vessie Adams
Viola Adams
Chester Alexander
Fronia Alexander
Edna Allen
Bertha Allen
Cecyl Allison
Christine Anderson
Anna Applegate
Mary Arnold
Corine Arthur
Mrs. Leeta Ashbrook
Gladys Ashley
Ina Ashley
Lucille Ashworth
Marie Baker
Edgar Banks
Jewell Barber
Wallace Barkley
Irene Barnes
Dove Barnett
Christine Baxter
Oneita Baxter
Bryan Bell
Maude Bell
Lilly Biddle
Lyda Blair
Mrs. Hilda Blades
Lillian Blakeman
Mary Alice Boggs
Katheryne Borders
Edith Borneman
Edna Bowles
Moody Bowling
Alice Bowmer
Dudley Brandenburg
Owen Brigmon
Hazel Broaddus
Carolyn Brother
Mae Broughton
P. M. Broughton
Astor Brown
Reva Brown
Ressie Joe Bryant
Clella Buckley
Marie Bunch
Harrv Burchett
A. J. Burke
Corda Burke
Lula Burke
Byrd Burton
Marie Bushman
Euphemia Cable
E. D. Caldwell
Nannie Caldwell
Virginia Calhoun
Hazel Callico
Walter Campbell
Anna Carpenter
Margarctte Candy
William Carey
Hallie Carter
Jessie Carter
Ruby Castle
Marjorie Catlttt
Edna Catron
Lois Catron
David D. Caudill
James Cawood
D. B. Centers
Henrietta Chambers
Gertrude Chastecn
Mary Emily Chenault
Ethel Chesnut
Gladys Childers
Ld Chipman
Sue Mae Chrisman
Elizabeth Christian
Eloise Clark
Hazel Clark-
Pauline Clark
C. W. Clay
Wilburn Clifton
Buford Cobb
Dorothy Cole
J. O. Cole
Marvin Cole
Mabel Collins
Louise Collinsworth
Alice Colston
James W. Colvin
Nola Combs
Rebecca Collins
Louise Congleton
Anna Conlee
Mell Cook
E'hel Correll
Roy Cosby
Alene Cotton
Amanda Cottongim
Minnie B. Cottongim
Ernestine Cox
Susie Coyle
Anna Cram
Gladys Cray
Homer Creekmore
Marion Crowe
Florence Current
Allan Curran
Bettie Curtis
Bessie Daniel
Lee Daniel
Mary Daniels
Monna Daniels
Melvin Davidson
Wayne Davidson
Gertrude Davis
Guthrie Davis
Bess Day
Mae Day
Gertrude Dean
Mildred Dean
Anna Lena Denny
Ethel Denny
Eula Denny
Elizabeth Dillon
Mamie Donaldson
Mrs. Park Donaldson
Elma Douglas
Ruby Downard
Susie Drake
Elizabeth Dryden
Mabel Dudley
Hazel Dunn
Norma Dykes
Gladys Eades
Mrs. Elizabeth Eades
Franklin Eads
Kent Eagle
Anna Easley
Helen Edgington
Monti Elliott
Sylvia Elliott
Clarence Ellison
Beulah Emmons
Mrs. Ben D. Estes, Jr.
Jennie Eubank
Lucille Eubank
J. M. Fairchild
Willa Farrald
Oma Fields
Pearl Fightmaster
Elizabeth Flege
Celesta Florence
Lucille Floyd
Velma Lee Fothergill
Ercell Frazier
Gretchen Gabbard
Floyd Gains
Annabel Gantlty
Zella Garred
Frances Gayhart
Kelsa Gearheart
Alma Gee
Minnie Gibbs
Fern Gibson
Annabel Gilbert
John Gilbert
Estabelle Gillem
Sue Gillis
Marian Giunchigliani
Martha Given
Mona Glass
Christine Gloore
Helen Gooch
Julia Goodpaster
Elizabeth Graham
Oscar Graham
Marie Graves
Kathleen Gray
Hugh Green
Nellie Green
Willie Mae Green
Bertha Hacker
Bessie Hacker
Dan B. Hacker
Helen Hacker
Theresa Hacker
Mrs. William Hahn
George Hale
Loenore Hall
Green Hamblin
Sara Jane Hamblin
Lloyd Hamilton
Thelma Hamilton
Colonel Hammons
Mabel Hammond
Dora M. Hancock
Ruby Lee Hancock
Minnie Hanks
Mrs. Hurschell Hardin
Anna Bell Hardy
Bernard Hargrove
Clarence Harmon
Gladys Harmon
Lola Harney
William R. Harper
Margaret Harris
Charles W. Hart
Phyllis I. Harvey
Florence Hatter
Mary Lois Hayden
Herbert Haynes
Minnie Haynes
Foster Hays
Fannie K. Head
Fifty-nine
Vina Helton
Mary B. Henage
Hallie Henry
Delia Hensley
Theo. Hensley
Ruby Hird
Clarissa Hicks
Olivia Higginbotham
Margaret Holbrook
Beula Honaker
Mary Hord
Mrs. Joseph H. Horton
Beatrice Houston
Gertrude Houston
Teddy Howard
Lucille Huffman
Sallie Huffaker
Effie Hughes
Hettie Hughes
Thelma Hughes
Maude Hulett
Virgie Hutchinson
Virginia Jasper
Elva Jennings
Elizabeth Jesse
Mayme Jody
Hursel Johnson
Ruth Johnson
Thelma Johnson
Judith Johnston
Zenith Johnston
Alberta Jones
Corrine Jones
Emily Jones
Florence Jones
Hattie Jones
Ida Belle Jones
Louise Jones
Nannie Jones
Virgie Belle Judy
Mayme Kelly
Fern Kidd
Margaret Kidwell
Polly E. Kincer
Reecie Riser
I.ydia Kisur
Freddie Lake
Frances Lancaster
Sadie Langford
Marjorie Lanham
Robert Lawson
Edith Lee
Mae Lee
Ruth Lee
Ruby Lisle
Florence Litman
Lucille Littrell
Arthur Lloyd
Margaret Lockhart
Mrs. Cecil Lovely
Allen Lowry
Johnny Lunsford
Selby Lunsford
Lucille Lyons
Coy Maggard
Bertha Mainous
Ode Mainous
Dorothy Mansfield
Eva Marcum
Lena Martin
Nellie Martin
Francis Mason
Betty Massey
Minnie Matherly
Cora Maxwell
Sweet May-
Alma Mays
Haz.I Mays
Jesse McAnelly
Pauline McCormick
Inez McKinley
Colby McKinney
Louise McMillen
Hallie McMullen
Blanche Melear
Douglas Miller
H. B. Mills
Anna Minter
Hubert Montgomery
Alma Moore
Artie Moore
Golden Moore
Lucy Moore
Nora Moore
Willie Griggs Moore
Margaret Moores
Alice Motch
Cleo Muncy
Mattie Bell Neathery
Hazel Newman
Tyrol Noble
Hazel Oetzel
Louise Oldham
Inez Nickell
Louis Owens
Nora Owings
Bessie Park
Lucille Park
Frances Parker
Frances Ruth Patrick
Hallie Payne
Ruth Payne
Stella Payne
Bertha Pendleton
Alice Perkins
Julia Peters
Margaret Pickett
Christine Pieratt
Rae Goff Pinkston
James Pipes
Hettie Pitman
Kathleen Flummer
James Potter
Elizabeth Rabausch
Edith Race
Artie Raikes
Vera Raleigh
Nellie B. Randolph
Hartsough Redding
Mildred Redding
Rupert Rees
Gladvs Rice
Hilda Mae Rice
Myrtle Rice
Obert B. Richardson
Dora Richie
Essie Richie
Lena Ritchie
Gladys Roberts
Ruth Roberts
Edith Robinson
Kate Robinson
Mary Ethel Robinson
Sarah Rodman
Alvin Roe
Angie Rose
Bertha Ross
Evelyn Ross
Ida Ross
Laura Ross
Jane Rowlett
Lucille Rowlett
Newell Rudder
Zoe Anna Rue
Amos Runvon
Merwvn Runvon
Mrs. H. R. Sale
Lalia Sale
Helen Sanders
Emma Sandford
Anna M. Saunders
Juanita Schirmer
Edith Schreck
Catherine Schroeder
Kathryn Schroyer
Hazel Scott
Leslie Scott
Margaret Scott
Martha Scott
Jane Scudder
Mary Ann Semones,
Irene Shearer
Dewey Shelton
Carmen Shivel
Mary F. Shouse
Opal Shrout
Katherine Simpson
Hettie Sipe
Julia Skillman
Tivis Slone
Kathleen Smiser
Hester Smith
Ira E. Smith
Carl Smith
Mattie K. Smith
Oval Smith
Sue Beth Smith
Virginia Smith
Cleora Smither
Ruth Tutt Snider
Helen Snook
Virginia Spillman
Anna Spurlin
Hugh Spurlock
Mrs. Hugh Spurlook
Levi Spurlock
General Stacey
James Stacy
Maynard Stamper
Mayme Stamper
Alline Starkey
YV. Gayle Starnes
Earl Steele
Maude Stephens
Maude Stidham
Mossie Stocker
Frances Stokes
Pauline Strasser
Garland Stratton
Mary Sturgeon
Ina Sutton
Thelma Sweeney
Garnett Talley
Curtis Tarter
Arzela Taulbee
Charles Taylor
Frances K. Taylor
Josephine Taylor
Ova J. Taylor
Stella Taylor
Margaret Telford
Emma Templeton
Leona Thackston
Charles Clay Thomas
Edith Thompson
Rebecca Thompson
Violet Tiller
Katie Tipton
Mvrtice Todd
Cletis Toll
Hazel True
Jane E. Tucker
Gladys Tudor
Lorraine Tudor
Grace Tuttle
Mary Tye
Grace Tyree
Sally Mae Upchurch
Amy B. Vanhorn
Grace Veale
Josephine Vicini
Mrs. Clyde B. Wagers
Lucille Wagers
Elizabeth Walker
Octavia Wallace
Chas. D. Walters
Garnet Warnock
Virginia Warnock
Annie Wash
Cecil Washburn
Evelyn Weaver
Gertrude Webb
Lee C. Webb
Rose Webster
Katherine Welch
Willie Wells
Georgia Wesley
Gladys Wesley
Lula Wesley
Rathmel Wesley
Roxie Wesley
Willena Wesley-
Charles Wethington
Anna Wheeldon
Mildred White
Rachel Whitenack
Ethel Wilkinson
Rawdy Wittaker
Elizabeth Wiard
Marjorie Wilcoxson
Exta Williams
Alma Lee Wilson
Wilma Wilson
Eunice Witt
Madeline Woodie
Edith Wright
Nora Young
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the Normal School

The Normal School
T HE Normal School at Eastern is by no means neglected—it is verymuch in the limelight of campus activities. To begin with, the Normal
School is a school within itself, entirely separated from the College except
the fact that they both occupy the same campus and are under the same
President. The Normal School has its own administrative personel as well
as its own faculty. The administration consists of administration of in-
struction and is in charge of a Principal. In the attractive, well-equipped
office of the Principal student problems as well as problems of instruction
are cared for by the faculty.
The Faculty? Yes, it is a good one—not a bad member oil the staff.
Men and women with Masters' Degrees are found on this faculty as well
as a number who have done considerabe graduate work. There is not a
member who does not know Kentucky's school problems.
The Student Body? It is larger and better, and whv shouldn't it be?
Higher standards are required of people in Kentucky and these standards
demand the best people. We simply are getting our share of the best.
Activities? The campus hums with the spirit of the Normal School.
Debators, orators, declaimers, speakers and dramatists flit here and there
in their hurried march to fame in the various fields of achievement. More
than fifty young people are engaged in this interesting and profitable pas-
time.
Spirit? Co-operation? Good Fellowship? They are all here. Every-
were and on hand, they "smile and the campus smiles with them".
The Forward Look? The Normal School has for its purpose the train-
ing of teachers. It attempts to meet the needs of the teacher and others
who for various reasons have not secured their secondary training in the
local high schools. Mature men and women find their stay at Eastern
Normal very pleasant and agreeable due to the fact that they meet others
who are mature as they.
Purpose? To serve, is the watchword. Normal is on the alert to
meet the needs of those with whom it comes in contact. Those who come,
always go away happier and stronger. To serve, then, is not the least of
its purposes but the greatest.
Sixty-one
Sixty-lieo
Normal School Senior Class
OFFICERS
Caroline Moores President
Mary Blanton . Vice-President
Ellen Withrow Secretary & Treasurer
Luther Sharp Sergeajit-at-Arins
E L. Pearson Class Advisor
CLASS ROLL
Edith Alley Nail L. Lea
Stacie Lee Brown Clarenpe Miller
Virginia Browning Garry Mitchell
Beulah Bryant Carolyn Moores
Helen Burton Malta Muncy
Clarence Chestnut Carrie Osburne
Nora Coppage Mahala Osburne
Oma Creech Mary Osburne
Mary K Davis Emmogene Phillips
Orpha Elkin Charles Plummer
Iva Estes Leona Potter
Velma Evans Jessie Price
Samantha Floyd Nannie Shelton
Ida Gabbard Luther Skaggs
Veimelle Gooch N. E. Skaggs
Margaret Graves Chester Taylor
Goldie Hammonds Lammie Taylor
Flora Harrod Ota Warfield
Emma Hartsack Margaret Wells
Evelyn Hi^ginbothm Pattie Wells
Willie L. Howard Lola White
Eulalia Karsner Beulah Wilson
Elsie Winburn
Sixty-three
Normal Sophomore Class
Fuson Smith
Willie Adams
James Adams
Willie Adams
Versa Ard
Eliza Arnett
Mary Ashbrook
Dexter Baker
Oma Baker
Curtis Bates
Mary Bertram
Flossie Bishop
Roy A. Bishop
Fannie Bledsoe
Bessie Boone
Molly Bowling
Viola Bowling
Eula Brock
Stella Burnette
Anna Burton
Don Bush
Victor Campbell
Earl Carlson
Nannie Carter
Fay Cawood
Jimmie Clay
Ethel Clem
OFFICERS
President Bertha Ramsey
Vice-President R. E. Mullins .
V. E. Burns Advisor
Secretary
Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
Mattie Cooper
D. J. Dalton
Carrie Deering
Virginia Denham
Thetus G. Drake
Ralph Ellison
Myrtle Fortney
Axie Foster
Ha el Frances
Earl Frazier
Edna Frey
Lucy Frey
Biddie Fuson
Lonnie Gentry
Maude Golden
Minnie Hall
Oval Hardwick
Madielee Harvey
Lloyd Hill
Sallie Hill
Verna Hill
Harold House
Mary M. Hum?
Flora Jones
Katherine Jones
Sarn King
Charles Lawson
Olga Lester
Kathleen Little
Lewie Luttrcll
Sanford Marcum
Goldie Blanche May
Morris McGafee
Ruby McGaffee
Denver Miniard
Estella Miracle
Mab.l Montgomery
Marie Moody
R. E. Mullins
Ora Muncy
Ruby Napier
Lee Rose Pope
Viola Prewitt
Bertha Ramsay
Beulah Redmon
Alpha Richardson
Ruby Richardson
loan Roark
Ranel Roberts
Ray Rob; rts
Ed'.vard Rose
J. H. Rowe
Beulah Shifflet
A. B. Smith
Mrs. Elkie Smith
Fuson Smith
Smith Lena
Mossie Steele
Juanita Thompson
Oppie Thompson
W. R. Treadway
Josrphine Tucker
DeNiza Webb
J. P. Webb
Elizabeth White
Lena White
Dora Lee Wilder
Audrey Wilson
Cloyd Wilson
John S. Wilson
Lonnie Yontz
L. H. Young
JB
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Why A Training School
MR. Frank was school trustee, and proud of the honor. Miss Gloria
Spright had just returned home from Eastern where she had com-
pleted the Advanced Certificate course. The superintendent who had ad-
vised Miss Spright to go to Eastern. So the young lady armed with a letter
of introduction called upon the new trustee.
"And how much experience have you had?" asked Mr. Frank after
glancing at the letter of introduction and listening to the timid, preliminary
remarks of Miss Spright.
"Well", replied he girl, "I have never taught a school all my own, but
I have had practice teaching."
"Practice teachin' r", muttered the trustee, "What kind of teachin'
is that:"
"You see it is this way", retorted Miss Spright, "at Eastern Teachers
College they have a Training School which is said to be one of the best
schools anywhere, and it certainly must be. The teachers in this school are
so skilled in their work and just such splendid teachers in every way that it
is a joy to see them teach, and the children are the smartest you ever saw.
And you know I observed in that Training School a lot, and also in the two
rural training schools."
"O, we learned a lot of methods and devices, and how to teach reading
and arithmetic and all the other subjects so children will learn fast, and
like to come to school all the time and I brought home a lot of material
that I made and collected to help me when I go to teach."
"But", interrupted Mr. Frank, "you have not explained that practice
teachin' yet."
"O, yes, I was going to say, after we had learned a lot about the sub-
jects we were going to teach and had observed in the Training Schools,
then they tried us out. Believe me, we had to work; but I liked it because
I learned so much. I feel like I could teach the best school in our county
now since I have had practice teaching. And, Mr. Frank, if you want me
to teach your school next year I would be glad to see how well I could do
it, just like I learned in the Training School at Eastern."
"Well, Miss", thoughtfully replied Mr. Frank, "I've been thinking-
while you was talkin'. You see the deestrick by unanimous vote has honor-
ed me with this office; and I have said from the first that we was goin' to
have a shore enough good teacher, one that was up-to-date. Now I am
goin' to confess, Miss Spright, that you have given me an idea about this
here teachin' business. I use to think teachin' was a little thing; just so
one knew the subjects, had had experience, and could discipline. But this
idea has entered my mind since you told me about that training School:
after all teachin' must be like what they call the professions. And that's
the kind of teacher I have set my head on havin'. Next fall I'm bettin' on
you makin' our children learn just like they do in that Training School at
Eastern."
Sixty-five
Faculty
R. A. Edwards, A. B. and M. A.
Director of Training School
Miss Margaret Lingenfelser
A. B.
Second Grade
Miss Rebecca Thompson, B. S.
Fourth Grade
Mrs. Gladys Tvng, B. S.
Sixth Grade
Miss Mae Powell, B. S.
Fifth Grade
Miss Rachel Acree, B. S
Junior High Science
-CF
Sixty-six
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Faculty
Miss Virginia Story, B. S.
Third Grade
Miss Ruby Rush, A. B.
Mathematics and Latin
Miss Cora Lee, B. S.
English and Social Studi
Miss Katie Carpenter
Kavanaugh School
Mrs. Emma Case, A. B.
Green's Chapel School
Miss Mae Hansen
First Grade
Sixty-seven
TRAINING SCHOOL BUILDING
Sixty-eight
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RURAL SCHOOLS
Sixty-nine
Junior High Clubs
CERTAINLY it is a narrow conception of education that attempts to
bind the child's interests within textbooks and limit the curriculum to
studies classified in water-tight compartments. Every life activity makes
its contribution to the child's development and activity leads to further
activity. It is the school's place to so determine its objectives and organize
its program that desirable associative and concomitant learnings will enrich
the school experience.
One day each week is devoted in the Junior High School to extra-cur-
ricular activities. The day begins with devotional evercises followed by
singing; then comes the clubs, and the day ends with physical education
and vocational classes. Every pupil has a choice of membership in any
three of the following clubs:
The "Junior High Echo" is the official organ of the Press Club. A regular editorial
staff functions very much as that of a daily paper. English classes contribute most of the
material.
The Booklovers' Club undertakes to broaden the child's interests in reading. It aids
in popularizing the Juvenile Library.
The purpose of the Excursion Club is to acquaint pupils with various phases of civic
fife and to broaden interests.
Troop No. 7 of the Daniel Boone Council of Boy Scouts of America Consists of three
patrols and holds weekly meetings.
The Kentucky Club makes a study of our native state.
Music Club cultivates an appreciation in music.
The Home Economics Club centers its interests in home-making.
The Agriculture Club devotes its time to special farm projects and cultivatess a plot
of ground.
The Radio Club owns a radio that can be taken apart and put together. It sometimes
works.
Seventy
JUNIOR LIBRARY—GRADE i AND 2
Seventy-one
Seventy-two
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CLASS GROUPS
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Athletics
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Athletics at Eastern
HP WO years ago the Board of Regents gave the President power to
select an Athletic Committee composed of faculty members. This com-
mittee through previous experiences was fitted to supervise athletic activities.
All regulations concerning athletics are made by this committee. They
drafted a new set of rules and regulations last fall. The chairman of this
committee schedules all interscholastic games.
Athletics are on as high a plane, possibly higher, than at any time in
the history of the school. Only the very best men and women, both phy-
sically and in school work, are allowed to take part in inter-scholastic games.
The four year college course is having a very decided effect for the
better in the athletic department. More students are enrolling for the
four year course. This is doing away, somewhat, with the task of building
a team each year from entirely new material. Games are scheduled with
such schools as Centre College, University of Louisville, Georgetown Col-
lege and Mashall College, schools unknown, in an athletic way, on Eastern's
campus a few years ago.
The Athletic Committee is at present composed of the following:
A. B. Carter, Chainncui
George Gumbert
R. A. Edwards
Seventy-five
Baseball
HP HE 1926 Maroon baseball season
*- was the most successful season
Eastern has had in years. Fifteen sched-
uled games were played, with the Ma-
roons wining seven of them for an aver-
age .446. Not a bad average when one
considers the teams played.
Coach Hembree has always been
noted as the coach of a fine fielding
team. But it has always, or nearly al-
ways, been his luck to have a team that
couldn't get the "pill"' where someone
wasn't. Only one man had a batting
average of .300 or more. This one fact
will account for several games that are
recorded in the "loss" column.
Harvey Hayes and Dooley on the
"hill" and Mainous behind the plate
Capt. Stacy '27 formed the most effective combinations.
It was thru the stellar work of these
two mound artists and the receiving of Mainous, a third baseman by in-
clination, that saved many a game for the Maroon and White. Hayes is
credited with a 4-0 no hit game over Georgetown College. The Tigers
just couldn't get past "our" boys. Captain Stacy, of the 1927 team, was
the fielding star of that game, snagging a hard wallop from a Tiger bat
that would have spoiled the no hit fracas.
The Maroons squared the books with 60 scores to their opponents 60.
One shut out no hit game, the Georgetown battle, was handed out by
Coach Hembree's men, and one shut out game, the Ohio Wesleyan tilt,
was administered to the Maroons. Georgetown was conquered three times
out of four times up. Two games went into extra innings. One Kentucky
Wesleyan game going eleven and one St. Xavier game going thirteen in-
nings.
Word at first, Gay at second, Moberly at short, and Martin at third
formed the inner defense and proved to be good. Stacy in left, Stone in
center, and Hensley in right formed the outer defense.
Seventy-six
Season's Results
Eastern 2
Eastern 4
Eastern ... 2
Eastern 2
Eastern ... O
Eastern . . .... 7
Eastern ... 4
Eastern 3
Eastern ... 7
Eastern ... 4
Eastern 5
Eastern 8
Eastern 3
Georgetown College ... .1
Georgetown College . ... o
Georgetown College 1
Georgetown College 3
Ohio Wesleyan College .... 6
Centre College 3
Centre College 2
Morehead Normal School 5
Morehead Normal School . 2
Kentucky Wesleyan College . 3
Kentucky Wesleyan College ... 6
Transylvania College . 9
Transylvania College 5
Seventy-seven
Seventy-eight
"Our Squad"
HP HE Maroon eleven experienced fair success in 1926 playing nine
-I- games, winning four and losing five. Even tho their standing-
was a little below the five hundred mark, all agree that the team was
successful in that nine games were played with some of the strongest
teams in this section. The Maroons made 128 points against 101 for
their opponents.
An undesirable handicap, by having the hardest games early in the
season, was very much in evidence. Excepting the Marshall College
game, the Maroons made themselves felt, even when the count was
against them. Coach Hembree developed a fine working machine
with marked improvement all along until the ineligible "jinx" hit
the squad just before the last game.
Seventy-nine
Of the nine games played at least six or maybe seven should have
been won. The Maroon team was the strongest in each instance, but
due to the breaks of the game Coach Hembree's warriors had to be
satisfied with a three point defeat in two games, giving some idea of
the grim battles in those close games.
The Maroons of 1926 made some of the longest trios in the his-
tory of football at Eastern, with one to Huntington, West Virginia
and one to Terre Haute, Indiana. Games were played with four Ken-
tucky teams, two Tennessee teams, two West Virginia teams and one
Indiana team.
"Beck" Combs, brilliant tackle, was the outstanding lineman with
Captain Alford, at center, sharing much of his brilliancy. These two
men were right in the thick of every play making themselves felt on
Eighty
both defense and offense. Captain "Al" was the only man to play
every minute of every game.
The scorers were led by Gentry, the hard working fullback, with
6 1 points to his account. He "booted" thirteen out of eighteen tries
for extra point. Captain-elect J. Moberly of the 1927 eleven was
second in scoring with 18 points as his part of the work. J. Moberly
was best at running interference and a tower of strength on the de-
fense H. Moberly, Yoak, Cosby and Janes accounted for one touch-
down each.
The longest run of the season in any Maroon contest was made
by Combs, who blocked a punt and raced fifty yards to the three yard
line in the game with the Indiana Teachers at Terre Haute. H.
Moberly made a nice thirty-five yard dash for a touchdown against
the same team only to be called back on a foul.
Eighty-one
Many good men appeared among the reserves and with them com-
ing back Coach Hembree should have a winning team in 1927.
SEASON'S RESULTS
Eastern O
Eastern 13
Eastern o
Eastern O
Eastern ... 48
Eastern 7
Eastern 41
Eastern 19
Eastern O
Marshall College 34
Lincoln Memorial College . o
Georgetown College 27
Transylvania College . 15
Union College 6
Indiana Teachers College 10
E. Tenn. Normal School 6
St. Marys College O
Morris-Harvey College 3
Eighty-two
Coach Hembree
IN appreciation of Coach Hembree's untiring efforts in developing Eas-
tern's athletics to the present high standard, this page is dedicated.
For seven years Coach Hembree has been giving the very best within
his power to bring athletics to a par with the athletics of other Colleges
within the state. Athletic relations with such Colleges as Centre, George-
town and the University of Louisville—colleges unknown on Eastern's
campus in an athletic way a few years ago—is ample proof of his success.
In his stay here he has built up a friendship among the students and
faculty, second to none, with his host of friends growing each year. His
popularity among the town people is a source of much satisfaction. It is
hoped that he will continue his good work for years to come.
Eighty-three
^ v Eighty-four
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Season's Results
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
15 Georgetown College 25
10 Transylvania College .29
29 Paris Y. W. C. A. 1
1
7 Kentucky Wesleyan College 20
11 Transylvania College 24
12 University of Louisville . . . 33
16 Western Teachers College 45
Eighty-six
Review of Girls' Basket Ball
Season for 1927
rV^ HOUGH our girls only won one game out of eight that they played,
A they put up a good fight each time, and we should be proud of them.
We must remember that they were up against some of the best teams in the
State. Among these we may number Georgetown, University of Louisville,
Transylvania, and Western. At the latter place they were compelled to
play strictly girls rules which slowed them down. In spite of this, they
went in and did their best.
Eastern faced the problem this year of building up a team around two
old players, Miss Waggoner and Miss Perkins. The former making thirty-
one points at forward and the latter playing a fine game at guard. Miss
Jesse played either guard or forward, and Miss M. Blanton helped Miss
Perkins keep down the opponents score. At the center position was Miss
Simpson, from last year's State Championship .High School Team.
Miss Correll played a wonderful game at the first part of the season,
scoring forty-four points. The last half she was unable to play on account
of being ineligible. Even then she was high point "man". Miss Biddle came
at the beginning of the second semester. She was a member of the
Wonder Team of Georgetown when in high school and she lived up to her
reputation in college. Another player that only played for a part of the
season was Miss Thompson. Early in the season she fell and hurt her
knee while in practice, this kept her out of the games the rest of the season.
Miss Dean, forward, came third in making points with twenty-six to
her credit. She also did excellent work through the whole season besides
goal throwing. Miss Pope, another forward, should be commended for
her floor work. You never knew where she was going to be. She came
from Cumberland College where she played one year of basketball. We
certainly are glad that she changed schools. Miss Faulkner did good work
both at guard and forward. Besides these were several others that should
be mentioned; Miss Jones, who came near the end of the season, Miss
Scott, Miss S. Blanton, and Miss Bunch. All of these went at it in a good
spirit and we are willing to say that we don't know what we would have
done without them.
Our first game was with Georgetown. Here the team showed fine
work, though we lost. We had two games with Transylvania losing both
games but not by a very high score. Other teams we played were Western,
Paris, Y. W. C. A. ( won over them by a score of 29 to 1 1 ) Wesleyan and
University of Louisville.
During the whole season Mr. Hembree had to be changing his team.
This was due to the fact that players were out for various reasons and
new ones were coming in. It is hard to make a team unless you can go
through the season with them.
!
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Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
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Basketball
i\
PREDICTIONS of 1926 failed. The boy's basketball squad didn't get
going as was expected. Altho this year's team was a better combination
and won more games than last year's five, it can't be classed as a successful
net aggregation. Nevertheless, the lighting spirit was very much in evi-
dence. Just at the time everbody started going good with a show of real
form, the old "jinx" appeared in one form or another to complete!}" upset
the whole squad.
Such teams as Georgetown, Western, Centre, Berea and Kentucky
Wesleyan were played. All these teams played in the state tournament,
giving some idea as to the class the Maroon boys were stepping in.
The Maroon lads scored 358 points as compared with 460 for their
opponents. Hensley, at forward, lead the string of sharpshooters with
a grand total of 115 points. Manley, playing in only nine games, account-
ed for [03 points as his contribution. Next in order was Captain "Beck"
Combs with 67 markers from running guard's position. Many of the other
boys scored several times, but their efforts were pretty well scattered.
Captain Combs was the most valuable man to the team. He was used
as a running guard this year. He was a regular sharpshooter from deep
down the side line, and his guarding was sparkling, stamping him as one
of the best guards in the state.
Paris Athletic Club was played and defeated before the Holidays.
Action, after Christmas, was started against Kentucky Wesleyan. Captain
Combs and boys continued their unsuccessful drive until Transylvania was
met on the home floor, and defeated by an eight point margin. This victory
was duplicated by another win over Trancy on their own floor, only to lose
to them in the tournament at Winchester.
The most impressive victory of the year was the Union game. Every-
one had his eye on the basket that night. The best team work of the year
was shown in this game to come out on the long end of a 44-21 count.
The second string men used during the season included, Clifton, Pieh,
Douds, Tripplett, Clouse, Gentry and Hunt.
The fact that Coach Hembree faces the job of building a new team
each year is one reason for the poor showing in 1927. Until more students
come to Eastern for the four year College work the same problem will
appear each year.
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ORGANISATIONS

_FN forum commit
^ ANNA A.SCHNIEB
ADVISOR,
LEE PELLEY
PRESIDENT
FIKVT SEMESTER.
% i
EMMA B. ROSS
SECRETARY
PtRST SEMESTER.
^' AMOS RUNVOi
OULCIE BOYD resident
SECRETARY 5ECOND SEM ESTER.
SECOND SEMESTER.
V1B6INIA SHEARER,
V»*£L_
y FRENCH HOLBROOK
.
"^^F CHRISTINE ANDERSON
CLARENCE HARMON COLONEL HAMMONS
HP HE Open Forum, the organization to which all students of the school
A belong, both normal and college, has had a very busy year.
The principle things which the Forum has accomplished are: establish-
ed a scholarship award, which is to be a semi-annual affair of the school;
conducted an art exhibit for three weeks from the Metropolitan Art Mu-
seum; sponsored the Armistice Day Parade; responsible for bringing
the college high class lecturers and programs such as Dr. Funkhouser of
the University of Kentucky; Dr. Wang, a Chinese lecturer; Dr. Sory,
an authority on Trachoma; Kitchen Cabinet Orchestra; presented the
school a beautiful Eastern blanket; gave Christmas cheer by spending one
evening in singing Christmas carols; established ushering committee,
which serves at all school evening entertainments; selected and arranged a
group of appropriate school songs; sponsored a series of lessons on par-
liamentary procedure in charge of Mrs. W. A. Fite. It has also been re-
sponsible for several receptions.
The Open Forum has been responsible for the Tuesday assemblies,
which have been outstanding, in that, they have always been either informa-
tional or inspirational. This was accomplished by means of having debates,
orchestras, country programs and Home Economics Revue.
The Open Forum meets the first Tuesday in each month for transact-
ing business. It has a committee known as the Open Forum Committee
who meet on Mondays of each week.
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The Milestone Staff
Sarah Bradley Editor
R. R. Richards Associate Editor
Louise Waters Associate Editor
Dulcie Boyd Literary Editor
Jean Dudley , . . . Art Editor
Earl Eades Art Editor
Dorland Coates Business Manager
Ballard Hunter Advertising Manager
Marshall Hurst Snap Shot Editor
Judith Johnston Snap Shot Editor
Fred Dial Sport Editor
Elizabeth Jessie Sport Editor
N. G. Deniston Faculty Advisor
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The Progress Staff
Mildred Redding Editor-in-Chief
Fred Dial Associate Editor
Gayle Starnes Exchange Editor
Josh Cosby Joke Editor
Elva Moffett Alumni Editor
R. R. Richards Business Editor
L. R. Staten Asst. Business Mgr.
Earle Patton Advertising Manager
Alice Motch Asst. Adv. Mgr.
Sarah Bradley Asst. Adv. Mgr.
W. L. Keene Faculty Advisor
REPORTERS
Hester True
Clyde Phillips
Susan Helm
Clarissa Hicks
Bernice Maddux
Evelyn Ellison
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Little Theatre Club
EVERYWHERE there was a scurry and hurry, and loads of excite-
ment. It was not long until all the excitement did subside and all
about there was a death-like quietness. From the right there appeared a
very white ghostly looking creature with burning starry eyes; she was met
by two similar creatures whose knees and teeth shook with such force that
sounded like a jazz orchesra. No, it wasn't an assassination; only the
try-out for the Little Theatre Club.
These shaking ghosts were quickly transformed into hideously colored
and dressed humans who took turns in petting a rooster some tried to sell
it and even took it for a ride. The class rooms were decked with pigtails,
bedroom slippers, umbrellas, bathrobes, and suitcases all worn or carried
by these queer people. A wheelborrow loaded with girls was madly
pushed about the campus. Don't get up in the air, they are not in their
second childhood, it was only initiation night.
«L
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Now the fun becomes more fun! Footlights! Curtains! Makeup!
and Plays! To show the world the real stuff these childish creatures did
do! Some of the more sophisticated ones directed a play and jumbled
them all together cleverly and gave a delightful evening of one act plays,
"One Egg", "The Florist Shop", and "Mansions". This Club really can
get serious and do some real work and studying as can be seen by the fol-
owing plays "The Step-Mother", and "What Happened to Jones", which
were given in the club either for presentation, make up or costuming. The
real climax came in the annual play the "The Whole Town's Talking".
This club deserves a genuine hand shaking for the work accomplished.
Play night is over and all are tired out, but don't worry, this lively bunch
is never tired lcng.
The biggest time of the year and all through the room is a soft mellow
glow, which beautifully displays the artistic scenery of streamers balloons,
and flowers. All about are pretty, light, fluffy gowns of every hue. Some
are abbreviated but they are pretty and cool! These are contrasted by the
white besoms outlined bv the conventional black of the dress suits. Smiles
Tiincty-seren
and chatter arc abundant! Everyone is happy! Suddenly the chatter
ceases and there's a terrible licking of lips. Don't blame them a bit be-
cause it's their banquet night, a time for fun, eats, and dances. A,fter the
revelry and fun was quieted by dawn the parting group boisterously sang
"Show Me the Way to Go Home".
ROLL OF THE CLUB
Faculty Advisors
Mr. Noble G. Deniston
Miss Pearl Buchanan
Officers
Roy Cosby President
Louise Waters . Secretary
Sarah Jones Treasurer
Faculty Members in Club
Mrs. Emma Y. Case
Mary Floyd
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STUDENT MEMBERS
Mary Arnold
Harold Bennett
Dulcie Boyd
Sarah Bradley
Edith Burns
Jessie Carter
D. B. Centers
Dorland Coates
Henry Coates
Roy Cosby
Harold Douds
Alta Mae Frazier
Rudell Garrard
Zella Garred
Cyrus Green
Dorothy Hall
Hargis Hamilton
Jessie Hammock
Dora Hancock
Sarah Jones
Louie Lutrell
Hollis Matherly
Burnelle Martin
Margaret McMurty
Frances Mason
Batson Mills
Elva Moffett
Eugene Money
Caroline Moores
Walter Moores
Alice Motch
James Owenby
Jesse Belle Pletcher
Verna Poynter
Charles Ray
Hartsough Redding
Alma Regenstein
Lalia Sale
Frances Searcy
Carmen Shivel
Gayle Starnes
Marian Terrill
William Tudor
Louise Waters
Marian Webber
Thelma Lee Welch 111
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Officers of Y. W. C. A. W27
Miss Marie L. Roberts . Faculty Advisor
Miss May K. Kenny ... ... President
Miss Jessie Belle Pletcher Vice-President
Miss Alice Perkins Secretary
Miss Hallie Payne Treasurer
Miss Hester True Vnder-graduate Representative
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The Commerce Club
First Semester
Clarence Harmon
Louise Waters . .
.
Inez McKinley . .
OFFICERS
Second Semester
Hollis Matherly Presid nt
Mary A. Semones Vice President
Verna Poynter Secretary
Wilbur Clifton Serjeant-at-Arms
A. J. Lawrence Faculty Advisor
President
. lice President
Secretary
ROLL
Harold B;nnett
Alice Bowmer
Louise Cammack
F.arl Carison
Henrietta Chambers
Gertrude Chastine
Wilbur Clifton
Marjorie Coates
Charlie Cobb
James Cornett
Josh Cosby
Minnie Cottengim
Allan Curren
Lie Daniel
Wayne Davidson
Susie Drake
Ulma Evans
Willa Farrald
Evabel Franks
Cyrus Green
Hargis Hamilton
Clarence Harmon
Charles Hart
Marshall Hurst
Cjeneva Jones
Joel M. Jones
Hope h.eeney
Vera Lander
Louise Lapsley
D. B. Little
Mollis Loveless
Kenfro Lovett
William Mansfield
Charles Matherly
Hollis Matherly
Inez McKinley
Leoti Minter
Cleo Muncey
Tyrol Noble
Haliie Payne
Verna Poynter
Vera Raleigh
Mattie Redmond
Sadie Routenberg
Mary Ann Semones
Gayle Starnes
Curtis Tarter
Henry Triplett
Grace Veale
Martha Veale
Cecil Washburn
Louise Waters
Raivdy Whittaker
Anna Belle Young
A GROUP of students interested in commerce met in the fall of 1926and organized a commerce club to promote that phase of education at
Eastern. There were about five members at first and now has grown to
almost sixty. The club meets every two weeks for a program embracing
topics of interest to commerce majors. It has published a weekly bulletin
during the second semester, presented a minstrel, offered a scholarship
award of $5.00 to the student who renders the greatest service to the club
and department, and purchased a paper clipping machine for the type-
writing department.
This we believe is a good beginning and next year plan to enlarge their
program of activities. No club on the campus has aroused greater interest
than has the Commerce Club, and it is natural that its growth should be
in proportion to the enlargement of the Commerce Department.
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Horace Mann Literary Society
Motto—We learn to do by doing.
Faculty Advisor—Mr. A. J. Lawrence
OFFICERS
First Semester Second Semester
Charles Ray President Charles Matherly. President
Chester Alexander Joel M. Jones ...Vice-President
ice-1 resident Virginia Hutchinson . Secretary
Virginia Hutchinson
Secretary and Treasurer
Clarence Harmon
Sergeant-at-A rms
Susie Coyle Pianist.
Ruth Patrick
Charles Ray
Chester Alexander
Clarence Harmon
Ruth Patrick
Hettie Hughes
Erfie Hughes
Lvdia Kuster
Mav Day
I.. K. Rice
Esta Belle Gillem
Oma Fields
Sibbie Brown
Choister
Dewey Hendrix Treasurer
D. S. Greene. .Sergeant-at-Arms
Otis Amos. . Parliamentarian
Louise Waters Pianist
Willia Farrald .... Choister
Curtis Tarter
Charles Hart
Nancy Summay
Nina Kelly
Ira Collins
Virginia Smith
Edith Lee
Beatrice Housten
Claude Farley
Christine Coppag."
V ma Poynter
Eliza Cummins
MEMBERS
Sue Mae Chrisman
Burnam Davis
Herbert Haynes
Hargis Hamilton
Clara Muncy
Cleo Muncy
Lucille Huffman
Elizabeth King
Ollie J. Williams
H. E. Montgomery
Nathan Darn. lie
Francis Mason
Tyrol Noble
Douglas F. Miller
Mae Lee
Hallie Payne
Charles Thomas
Iva Pearson
Johnny Osborn
Charles D. Walters
P. M. Broughton
Hollis Matherly
ill!
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Roark Literary Society
OFFICERS
Dewey Dalton President Andrew Holbrook. Sgt.-at-Arms
Charles Plummer Vice-President Ota Warfield . Song Leader
Ida Belle Jones
Secretary and Treasurer
Frances Smith Pianist
MEMBERSHIP
Patty Wells
Gay Bradley
Delta Mayfieltl
Edith Alley
Victoria Marcum
Beulah Redman
Mrs. Otis Amos
George Wells
Earl Carlson
Luther Skaggs
Goldie Woods
Bernard Hargrove
Orville Hamilton
Hollis Loveless
Willie Rose
Owne Helton
Mary Hutchcraft
Daisy Huff
Dorothv Draughn
Loyd Hill
Sue M. Bratton
Dewey Ball
Anna Burton
Rena Alley
Nora Moore
Lena Redman
Orpha Elkin
Dewey Holbrook
Tames Clay
Lucy Frey
Jackie Withrow
Earl Edwards
Mina Parmley
Lonnie Taylor
Chester Rose
Robert Shearer
Pearl Ignite
Curtis Batts
Velda Combs
Nil? E. Skaggs
Luther Sharp
Fanny Edgington
Helen Burton
O'ga Lester
Georgia Moore
Verna Hill
Ora Morris
Alpha Richardson
Estelle Hatfield
Tames Patton
Willie Melton
fohn Baker
Walter Massey
Chester Taylor
Ecelvn Wilson
R. E. Mullins
Mary Garret
Noble Cordell
Wanda Ginn
Joyce Shackleforcl
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Eastern Home Economics Club
Class Motto—"Service for all and not for the individual."
Miss Ruth Dix Faculty Advisor Valley Carpenter Vice-President
Lenore Cornett . President Ethel Evans Sec. & Treas.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Ruth Dix
Miss Evelyn Slater
Miss Rachel Acree
Miss Joy Frazier
Dora M. Adams
Ida M. Andrews
Bessie Brammer
Valley Carpenter
Mrs. A. B. Carter
Lenore Cornett
Phyllis Davis
Mabel Dave
Susie Drake
Mr. M.J. Cox-
Miss Mary King Burrier
Miss Roberta Walker
Miss Anna Schneib
ROLL CALL
Evelyn Ellison
Ethel Evans
Mary Gaines
Dora M. Hancock
Alberta Jones
Hope Keeney
Louise Lapsley
Ruth Knarr
Earle Moberly
Clara Muncy
Ruth Patrick
Hallie Payne
Alice Perkins
Frances Soper
Garnet Talley
Jane Thompson
Anna Walsh
One Hundred Sever,
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The Letcher County Club
Herbert Haynes President
Willie Adams . . Vice-President
Mae Day Secretary
John E. Holbrook Treasurer
Lonnie Yantz Sergeant-at-Arms
Andrew L. Holbrook. Choister
Oma Fields
Ira Collins
Vera Raleigh
Edgar Banks
Lenore Cornett
Dewey Holbrook
Ivali Parsons
Astor Boggs
Veld a Combs
N. E. Skaggs
Janney Wright
George Hale
Polly Kincer
MEMBERS
Velma Boggs
Andrew Holbrook
Mildred Dean
Earl Frazier
Leona Potter
Asror Brown
Mae Day
Hubert Caudill
Gertude Dean
Willie Adams
John E. Holbrook
Lenord Creech
Hazel Hall
Sarah Addington
Norman Burke
James Wright
Lonnie Yantz
Mae Burke
Abbot Holebrook
Landen Bentley
James Adams
Ercell Frazier
Dorothy Draughn
Herbert Haynes
Leona Craft
David Caudill
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Pike County Club
Motto—"True merit like the pearl inside an oyster is content to remain,
quiet until it finds an opening!"
CLUB OFFICERS
Hursel Johnson, President Mossie May, Treasurer
A. J. Burke, Secretary
MEMBERS
President, T. J. Coat.es, formerly of Pike County.
Nettie Alley Phelps
A. J. Burke Myra
E. M. Burke Lionilli
Mary Burke Myra
Rufus Burke Lionilli
Clarence Dotson Coleman
Earl Ellison Myra
Ralph Ellison Mvra
C. H. Farley Pikeville
Mrs. C. H. Farley Pikeville
Clyde Farley Pikeville
Myrtle Hughes Yeager
Hursel Johnson Shelby Gap
Goldie May McVeigh
Mossie May Mossy Bottom
Malta Muncy South Williamson
R. E. Mullins Lionilli
Clvde Philips Feds Creek
Mrs. Clyde Philps Feds Creek
Amos Runyon Belfry
Merwyn Runyon Gulnare
Leslie Scott Gulnare
A. B. Smith Piso
Mrs. A. B. Smith Piso
Garland Stratton Mayflower
J. P. Webb ...Piso
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Country Life Club
The Eastern County Life Club has been an active organization since 1925. Its membership
is composed of students from the normal and college departments. It meets bi-monthly and
has proven a popular organization to study at close range many rural problems of the
teachers and in a measure to solve some of the difficulties confronting the inexperieced
teacher in the rural field.
OFFICERS
A. B. Carter Club Advisor Mrs. Hannah Ellington, Menifee County
Miss Anna L. Bertram, Lewis County 2nd Vice President
President Miss Clella Buckler, Clermont Co. (Ohio)
Claude H. Farley, Pike County Secretary-Treasure
Vice President
MEMBERSHIP
Anna Applegate, Lewis County
Ira Belle, Wayne County
Bessie Brammer, Wayne County
Harry Burchett, Johnson County
Mrs. Sibba Brown
Zetta B. Bevins, Pike County
Christine Coppage, Marion County
Miss Emma H. Cord, Mason County
Ira Collins, Letcher County
Elizabeth Dillon, Casey County
Dora C. Denny, Washington County
Clarence Dotson, Pike County
Susie Drake, Casey County
Edna F. Douglas, Madison County
Beulah Emmons, Lewis County
Mrs. C. II. Farley, Pike County
C. H. Farley, Pike County
C. L. Farley, Pike County
Kelso Gearheart, Floyd County
Mabel Hammond, Casey County
Jennie Hart, Kenton County
Myrtle Hughes, Pike County
Virginia Hutchinson, Lawrence County.
Irene Hundley, Boyle County
Leo Jennings, Bracken County
Hurschell Johnson, Pike County
Nina Kelly, Magoffin County
Margaret Lockheart, Anderson County
Maude Maxwell, Belle County
Cora Maxwell, Belle County
Jas. Murphy, Casey County
B:lle Neatherly, Clinton County
Clyde Phillips, Pike County
Lova Phillips, Pike County
Stella Payne, Henry County
Amos Runyon, Pike County
Zilphia Roberts, Leslie County
Bertha Ramsey, Wayne County
Sam B. Taylor, Lee County
Cletus Toll, Anderson County
Lena Smith, Wayne County
Va. Smith, Mason
Alpha Richardson, McCreary County
Rebecca Thompson, Oldham County
W. M. Watkins, Casey County
Gertrude Webb, Johnson County
Lela Webb, Clay County
One. Hundred Ten
The Madrigal Club
np HE Madrigal Club of Eastern State Teachers College is an organiza-
tion composed of female voices selected by Director of Music, Mr.
John Orr Stewart, Jr. Applications for membership are received at the be-
ginning of the school year and arrangements made for individual tryouts.
The candidates are tested for music, voice quality, ear for music, ability to
sing in time, knowledge of musical literature, etc. This year the club has
given a Christmas program and is prepairing an Operatta for presentation
during May; in addition they will have a prominent part in the outdoor
May Day Festival. Marion Terrill is President of the Club, Vessie Adams,
Secretary and Treasurer; Ota Warheld, Librarian.
One Hundred Eleven
May Queen
Miss Ava Howard is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. N. S. Howard of
Harlan. She was elected May Queen by the student-body at the Eastern
Teachers College. Miss Howard is a member of the Diploma Class. She
presided over the May Festival, held at Eastern on May 24.
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The photographs in this annual
were made by the McGaughey
Studio (official photographs for
the E. K. S. N. S. &T. C.)
Additional copies from these
pictures may be had at any time,
as all negatives are kept on file.
f
THE McGAUGHEY STUDIO
RICHMOND, KY.
KODAK FINISHING
Bring Them Today; Get Them Tomorrow
One Hundred Thirteen
Home of Richmond Motor Co.
We enjoy the distinct privilege ot serving both faculty and students
The school receives special consideration
Fireproof - -Storage . .Service . .Gas and Oil
The Post Office is next door
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY
Once upon a time a student took an examination. It was a chemistry exam, which
there are none more absurd. One of the questions was, "Give in detail the process for mak-
ing mercuric bichloride." In answer to which the student wrote, "God made all things, even
mercuric bichloride." Imagine his surprise when h? received his corrected exam book and read:
"God gets the credit, you get F."
"He done us wrong," wailed the alg.bra problems as Oscar Grahm handed in his exam
paper.
Oean: "My man, didn't I tell you not to drink to excess? When you feel that you've had
enough, quit, and don't get drunk."
Yoark: Sir, that's just the trouble. I'm always drunk before I feel that I've had enough."
Jim Stacy: "No Mother I didn't lose my front teeth; I have them here in my handkerchief."
SOUTHERN NATIONAL BANK
MAIN STREET RICHMOND, KY.
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Member of the Research Council of the
Ice Cream Industry. Promoting the Use
of Pure and Wholesome Ice Cream.
EAT
ICE
CREAM
FOR HEALTH
"Bloody" Hamilton: "Private, I'll impress upon you that you must be more respectful to-
ward me. Why, at times I've had more than two hundred men under me,"
Sam King: You ain't got nothin' on me. I had tw.lve hundred people under me last
summer."
"Bloody" doubtfully: "What wete you doing?"
Sam: "I mowed the grass in the cemeterv."
Beckham: "May I kiss you?"
Gladys: "Heavens, another amateur.'
Bill Mansfield: "Pardon me, has your dress slipped off or am I seeing things.'
Alice: "Both."
Bee Daniels: "What did you do when you worked in the sawmills?"
Rabbitt: "I came, I saw, and I sawed and sawed.
"
CITY TRANSFER
PHONE 94
WE HAUL EVERYTHING
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MADISON LAUNDRY
This Laundry gives special attention to Normal
Students and makes two deliveries a week
Let Us Have the Work
CORNER THIRD AND WATER - - RICHMOND
Arnold, Hamilton &. Luxon Eixnte Pressing Club
Wholesale Grocers
Cleaning and Pressing One Hour Service
Ladies Garments a Specialty
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
PHOXE 1119
W. M. MULLINS, Proprietor
Huddle system: Three couples in a Ford Coupe.
Grace: "Do you love me, Harold?"
Harold: "No, I'm doing this for exercise.'
A kiss in time would save nine situations out of ten.
Waitress in Cafeteria: "Will you have pie?"
Gaines: "Is it customary?"
Waitress: "No, its apple."
She was just a gardener's daughter but she knew all the rakes.
Co-ed in Burnam: I didn't raise my shades to be a spectacle.
Silence.
More silence.
Strained silence.
Cy tireen: "Don't you think the walls are unusually perpendicular this evening?"
E. V. ELDER
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
The Main Store on Main Street
Richmond's Leading Department
Store
We Clothe the Whole Family
DR. C. E. SMOOT
Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat
CLAY BLDG.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
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JOHNSON MOTOR COMPANY
CHEVROLET SALES and SERVICE
'/CHEVROLET
for Economical Transportation
MAIN STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
MA IX STREET SECOND STREET
RICHMOND. KY.
SMITH SPECIALTY CO.
Across from the Pest Office
Typewriters and Office Supplies
Richmond, Ky. Phone 69S
Wait;r: "I say, my good man, why do you shovel your food into your mouth with your
spoon?"
Football man on trip: "Because they won't let me use my bricklaying trowel without I can
show a union card."
Mr. Cox in Chem. class: Mr. Clifton give me .he formu'a for water.
Clifton: H1JK.LMNO.
Mr. Cox: What? Where did you get that idea?
Clifton: Why yesterday vou said it was H to O.
Little Boy Blue
Cio get your Ma
The maid's in th; barn
And so's your old man.
Dr. Russel I. Todd "Bu Clpmbe 3fon"
Dentistry and Radiography
IT
See Us When You Are Hungry
Buick Bldg. Richmond, Ky. Climb the Iron
Stairs Over Stamlers
PHONE 75-290 COR. SECOND & MAIN
UHIIIIIIIIH "p
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THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Owned and Operated by the Institution
STUDENTS' SERVICE STATION
Books, Stationery, Parker Fountain Pens and Pen Repairing
Official Emblem Jewelry
Special Orders Made for Students for Articles Not Carried in Stock
Compliments of
STOCKTON'S DRUG STORE
Kodaks, Drugs and School Supplies
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
There is no such thing as an immoral joke, it is either cleverly or poorly told.
Gladys. I wish I were a big strong man like you.
Beck: Why?
Gladys: So I could show a girl like me how strong I was.
Dr. Foster; There are three essentials elements of the short story, namely:
religion, dignity and risque.
Crosby (following directions) : My God, said the Princess, take your hand out of my king-
dom.
MUNNS BROS.
Leedstown Pike Old Frankfort PikeLexington, Ky.
Formerly S. S. Price Co.
Price's Famous Sausage, on the market since 1862
Blue Grass Meat Products. Beef, Veal, Pork and Mutton. Fresh and Cured
All Products Sold are Produced in Central Kentucky
Strictly a Home Industry
W. T. SISTRUNK & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1811 INCORPORATED 110?
WHOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS
FRUITS - VEGETABLES - PRODUCE - GROCERIES - FEEDS
CONFECTIONS -FOUNTAIN SUPPLIES
i LARGEST IN CENTRAL KENTUCKY
)
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
Blue Front Restaurant DR. RAY STANIFER
and Billiard Hall
Dentist
Phone 10S3
111 First St. Richmond, Kentucky Clay Bldg Richmond, Ky.
Douds (rushing :n*o the library) : I want the life of Caesar.
Bess Moore: Sorry, but Brutus beat you to it.
The taxicab swung into the stre.t at high speed to give berth to the approaching street
car. Taxicab and street car are doing nicely.
Willa who had been on a trip in the city wrote to Harmon back at school:
"Since I have been away I have seen many strange sights and hope to see you on Monday."
A man telephoned to the Superintendent of an Insane Asylum, ami the following conversa-
tio took place
:
"Give me the name of the man who escaped last n:ght."
"No one escaped that I know of."
"Better check up again, some one ran away with my wife."
GLYXDON SANDWICH SHOP
/ isit Us for Choice Things to Eat and Drink
J. F. DORSEY, Manager
The Home of High Class Entertainment
Alhambra and Opera HoLise
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
Matinee: 2 P. M. to 5:30 P. M. Night: 7 P. M. to 10:50 P. M.
Prices: Children, 10 cents; Adults, 25 cents
The Best in Moving Pictures
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